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	The Blender 3D suite is probably one of the most used 3D creation and animation tools currently in existence. The reason for that popularity is both its tool set and the extraordinary fact that it can be downloaded free of charge. Blender has been around since 1998 but it was not until it entered the GNU General Public License, open source market in 2002 that it grew in popularity to its current position.


	Over the last year Blender has been going though a major update to its user interface, which has been named Blender 2.5. This radical restructure of the 3D suit has introduced not only a more up-to-date interface but also some advanced features that make Blender a capable 3D tool for professional productions. Indeed the Blender Foundation has been keen to develop these capabilities by applying Blender to create open source productions. 2010 saw the premiere of Sintel, a 15-minute cinema quality fantasy, which had over one million views on YouTube in less than four days.


	Blender 2.5 is therefore an ideal tool for the aspiring 3D animator, and seasoned professional, to turn their ideas into professional quality renders and productions. Of course, producing a great model and animating it is only part of the process necessary to bring a production to life. We need to add color and texture to our models to make them appear real or give that extra artistic flare to change a computer 3D model into a stunning-looking creation. We do this by adding materials and textures to our 3D models and Blender 2.5 offers some unique and easy to use tools that are covered in this book. By studying the recipes described here you will learn how to use and manage many of the Blender 2.5 material and texture techniques to transform your 3D objects into spectacular creations.
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Getting Started with Drupal CommercePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn everything you need to know in order to get your first Drupal Commerce website set up and trading


	Overview

	
		Understand the key concepts of Drupal Commerce, its philosophy, and how it fits in the Drupal Ecosystem
	
		Learn the essentials of planning your store to save time and...
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ESR Spectroscopy in Membrane Biophysics (Biological Magnetic Resonance)Springer, 2007

	Starting from a comprehensive quantum mechanical description, this book introduces the optical (IR, Raman, UV/Vis, CD, fluorescence and laser spectroscopy) and magnetic resonance (1D and 2D-NMR, ESR) techniques. The book offers a timely review of the increasing interest in using spin-label ESR as an alternative structural technique for NMR or...
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Dielectric Resonator Antennas (Antennas Series)Research Studies Press, 2002

	The use of a dielectric resonator as a resonant antenna was proposed in 1983. Due to the absence of metallic loss, the dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) is highly efficient when operated at millimetre wave frequencies. With the use of high dielectric constant material, the DRA can also be used as a small and low profile antenna when operated...
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Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2009
Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection describes the foundational framework for efficient Web service selection. It lays out a theoretical underpinning for the design of models and algorithms for searching and optimizing access to Web services.
Excerpts from Prof. Fabio Casati’s foreword:

This excellent book looks at the...
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Sports Photography: How to Capture Action and EmotionAllworth Press, 2007
For professional photographers, sports fans, proud parents, and anyone who wants to capture great sports pictures, this is the ultimate guide to sports photography. Seasoned sports photographer Peter Skinner uses 211 stunning examples from the work of Walter Ioss, Ben Chen, Bob Gomel, Duane Hart, Mark Johnson, and six other renowned...
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Carrier Grade Voice Over IP (second edition)McGraw-Hill, 2002
NEW EDITION OF---CUTTING-EDGE SOLUTIONS CUT-TO-THE-CHASE STYLE
 In the race to put carrier-quality voice over IP (VoIP)——those using this book run faster and falter less. International expert Daniel Collins’ greatly enhanced Carrier Grade Voice over IP brings you leading-edge signaling schemes,...
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